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Abstract
Advanced molecular nanotechnology devices are expected to have exceedingly high transient fault rates
and large numbers of inherent device defects compared to conventional CMOS devices. Instead of trying
to manufacture defect-free chips in which transient errors are assumed to be uncommon, future processor
architectures must be designed to adapt to, and coexist with, substantial numbers of manufacturing defects
and high transient error rates. We introduce the Recursive NanoBox Processor Grid as an application
specific, fault-tolerant, parallel computing system designed for fabrication with unreliable nanotechnology
devices. This architecture is composed of many simple processor cells connected together in a two dimensional grid. It uses a recursive black box architecture approach to isolate and mask these transient faults
and defects. In this initial study we construct VHDL models of one processor cell and evaluate the effectiveness of our recursive fault masking approach in the presence of random transient errors. Our analysis
shows that this architecture can calculate correctly 100 percent of the time with raw FIT (failures in time)
rates as high as 1023 , while computing correctly 98 percent of the time when experiencing raw FIT rates
in excess of 1024 , which is twenty orders of magnitude higher than the FIT rates of contemporary CMOS
device technologies. We achieve this error correction with an area overhead on the order of 9x, which is
quite reasonable given the high integration densities expected with nanodevices.
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Introduction

Advances in physics, chemistry, and materials science have produced nanometer-scale structures out of exotic
materials using sophisticated fabrication techniques [3, 11, 35]. These new devices have the potential to be the
“killer device” for the next generation of computers. However, there is widespread agreement among device
researchers that, compared to conventional CMOS devices, nanodevices will have much higher manufacturing
defect rates, they will have much lower current drive capabilities, and they will be much more sensitive to
noise-induced errors [5, 6, 7, 15]. The key advantage to nanotechnology devices is their small size and the
resulting unprecedented level of integration in designs constructed with these devices.
In addition to adapting to non-silicon device technologies, circuit designs using contemporary CMOS
devices must change in the near future to account for shorter wires and higher densities of noise-induced errors
as these devices are scaled down and multi-gigahertz designs emerge [30]. Manufacturing flawless chips will
become prohibitively expensive, if not impossible. Instead of assuming that defects and transient errors are
uncommon, future circuits must adapt to, and coexist with, the substantial numbers of manufacturing defects
and high transient error rates.
The main objective of the Recursive NanoBox project is to develop circuit and architecture-level techniques
to tolerate the expected defect densities and noise sensitivities of new nanotechnology devices. In this paper,
we introduce the NanoBox concept and evaluate different implementations of this noise tolerant processor
architecture approach using fault-injection experiments.
The term NanoBox refers to a black box entity that uses a specified fault-tolerance technique. The NanoBox
Processor Grid is a hierarchy of these black boxes, where a different fault-tolerance technique can be used at
the bit, module, and system levels. At the bit-level, we use space or information redundancy by adding error
correction to the truth table of a field programmable gate array (FPGA)-style lookup table [8, 16]. At the
module level, we use space or time redundancy by having multiple copies of the ALU within the processor
cell, or by having the ALU compute each instruction multiple times. At the system level, we use space
redundancy with a grid of identical processor cells working together on a parallel computation. With this
box-within-a-box approach, faults not correctable at one level of the hierarchy should be covered by the fault
tolerance technique of a box at a higher level of the hierarchy. For example, if, during a computation, a lookup
table experiences more errors than it can correct with its code bits, the error should be detectable by the space
or time redundancy mechanisms implemented at the module level. These higher levels of redundancy should
allow the computation to produce correct results in spite of uncorrectable errors in lower levels of the hierarchy.
We begin in Section 2 by describing our recursive approach to obtaining high reliability for systems fabricated with nanotechnology devices. Section 3 then describes the overall NanoBox architecture and the detailed
operation of each processor cell. Our methodology for evaluating the fault tolerance capabilities of the pro-
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Figure 1: (a) An example combinational logic circuit constructed with conventional devices. (b) The same logic circuit
constructed with an error-correcting lookup table. Each bit of the logic function truth table, along with the truth table
check bits, is stored in a memory cell.

cessor cells is described in Section 4, while the results of this evaluation are discussed in Section 5. Section 6
contrasts our approach to related work in fault tolerance, followed by some suggestions for future work in
Section 7. We conclude our analysis of the NanoBox architecture in Section 8.
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Recursive Approach to Reliability

One of the novel aspects of our proposed NanoBox processor comes from its multiple levels of fault isolation
and dynamic fault correction. In the paragraphs below, we describe each of the three levels of fault isolation
and dynamic fault correction.

2.1 Bit Level Fault Tolerance
At the bit level, we use field programmable gate array (FPGA)-style lookup tables to implement the desired
logic. These lookup tables contain error correction codes which can dynamically detect and, depending on the
error densities and codes used, actually correct errors.
To demonstrate how this approach could be implemented, we present an example using a 4-bit sum operation. Figure 1(a) shows a sum function of four variables as it would be constructed using conventional logic
elements. Figure 1(b) shows the same function constructed with an encoded lookup table. In each lookup table,
extra check bits are added that encode an error correction code of the bits that comprise the logic function.
Whenever the lookup table is accessed, the truth table bits are fed into the check bit generator, which
recalculates the check bits. These newly calculated check bits are then compared with the stored check bits in
the error detector. The results of the error detector are fed into the error corrector, which makes changes to any
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flipped bits in the function output. The corrected function output then is used as the actual output of the lookup
table. An analysis of tradeoffs among different lookup table coding techniques was conducted in [16, 17].
The lookup table check bits and error detector and corrector will vary considerably depending on what
coding technique is used. For example, an information code (i.e. Hamming, Hsiao, Reed-Solomon, etc. [18])
lookup table uses a small number of additional memory cells to store check bits. The number of check bits
varies based on the size of the truth table and the coding used. In general, though, the number of check bits
is small compared to the number of bits in the lookup table bit string. The error detector and corrector for an
information code, however, are moderately complex and require significant area. In a large information coding
lookup table, the error detector and error corrector could be implemented with other, smaller and simpler,
lookup tables.
A triple modular redundancy lookup table uses two additional copies of the memory cell array as check
bits instead of using a mathematical function of the bits. The error detector and corrector for this configuration
consists of a simple three input majority gate. Unlike an information code lookup table, a triple modular
redundancy code lookup table has high check bit overhead, but low error detector and corrector overhead. The
associated trade-offs between check bit overhead and the required supporting circuitry have been explored
in [16, 17].

2.2

Module Level Fault Tolerance

At the next level of the hierarchy, in the processor cell, simple ALUs, each with a small read/writable memory,
are constructed from the fault-tolerant lookup tables. These ALU’s use space or time redundancy to dynamically check for errors which may have occurred during the instruction execution. Each instruction is executed
multiple times, either concurrently using multiple ALUs, or serially using a time-redundant ALU. The repeated
results are fed into a voter circuit which determines the final result of the instruction.
Our read/writable memory may have single-event upsets causing transient bit flips. To combat these errors,
critical fields within the memory word are stored in triplicate. Whenever these critical fields are accessed, the
majority value of these triplicated fields is computed and that majority value is used as the value of the field.
Contemporary information coding techniques could also be used on the memory words, for additional error
coverage.

2.3

System Level Fault Tolerance

At the top-most level of the hierarchy, entire processor cells may be disabled if they exceed a predefined error
threshold. A heartbeat signal, generated within the processor cell, is used to determine if the cell is still active.
A watchdog unit in the communication fabric monitors these processor cell heartbeat signals and determines if
a cell has exceeded its error threshold. If a processor cell is disabled, the communication fabric surrounding the
4

disabled processor cell will cease sending instructions to the that processor cell. If the router and cell memory
are still functioning, the contents of the cell memory will be sent to the surrounding processor cells so that they
can finish any outstanding computations.

3

The Recursive NanoBox Processor System Architecture

We introduce the Recursive NanoBox Processor cell architecture to evaluate the hierarchical approach to reliability presented in the previous section. This architecture is a nanocomputing system that works as an application specific co-processor to a conventional CMOS microprocessor. Multiple NanoBox Processor Grids,
each designed for a different application, could be included with, and managed by, a single general purpose
CMOS control processor. The control microprocessor packages data into a form the NanoBox Processor Grid
understands, stores that data in its CMOS memory, then feeds the data to the NanoBox Processor Grid by a
bus along one edge of the grid.

3.1 Architectural Overview
The NanoBox Processor Grid consists of a two-dimensional grid of processor cells, as shown in Figure 2. The
exact number of processor cells is arbitrary, although we envision on the order of hundreds of processor cells
in the NanoBox Grid. Each processor cell contains a simple ALU, a small amount of read/writable memory,
and a communication router. Data traverses through the NanoBox Processor Grid using nearest neighbor
communication among the processor cells. There are no cross-grid buses. Processor cells contain four 8-bit
buses, with one bus connected to each of its neighbors. The processor cells along the right, left, and bottom
edges have their outer edge bus disabled. Processor cells in the topmost row are connected to the conventional
CMOS control processor by their outer edge bus. Through this top edge bus the control processor sends data
to, and reads data from, the NanoBox Processor Grid.
Incoming communication and data packets are examined by the processor cell router and then either passed
on to other cells, or routed to logic blocks within the processor cell. The processor cell IDs are laid out so
that by looking at the destination ID within a data packet, a processor cell router can tell which direction, up,
down, right, or left, to send the data packet. Moving away (down) from the control processor, row addresses
decrease. Column addresses decrease while moving right in the processor grid.
The processor cells are composed of regularly patterned nanodevices that are surrounded by, and interconnected with, a coarse-grained grid of conventional CMOS circuits, as shown in Figure 3. These nanodevices
can be used to construct logic functions using a lookup table approach, described in Section 2.1. Each lookup
table will contain the truth table of some specific logic function. On the order of thousands of these lookup
tables will be connected together to form a processor cell with appropriate functionality.
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Figure 2: High-level view of the NanoBox Processor Grid showing row and column processor cell ID assignments. The
64-bit data bus (8 bits per processor cell) along the top edge of the grid is the only pin interface between the conventional
CMOS control processor and the NanoBox Processor Grid.

3.2

Modes of Operation

Each processor cell has three mode signals, only one of which can be high at a time. These mode signal lines
come from the control processor and are distributed to all processor cells. The three modes of operation are:
shift-in, compute, and shift-out. All processor cells on the grid work concurrently and switch between modes
at the same time.
3.2.1

Shift-In Mode

In shift-in mode, data packets are created by the off-grid control processor and fed to the NanoBox Processor
Grid by way of the edge bus. These data packets contain a unique instruction ID, an ALU instruction, two
operands, and the ID of the processor cell where the instruction will be computed.
The processor cell receives the start of a packet and then continues receiving data, 8 bits at a time, until
the end of the packet is received. At that time, the processor cell examines the ID within the packet and
determines if it should save the instruction and operands to its memory, or if it should pass the packet to one
of its neighbors. The memory word which stores instructions and data is shown in Figure 4.
All processor cells stay in shift-in mode until the control processor finishes sending data to the edge bus.
The control processor then waits for a specified number of cycles to ensure that all processor cells have received
their data, after which it switches the processor cells to compute mode. The number of cycles the control
processor must wait is determined by the number of processor cells in the NanoBox Grid.
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Figure 3: The architectural view of a nanocomputing system consists of a grid of regularly patterned nanodevices that
implement lookup tables. Groupings of lookup tables form a processor-in-memory cell. The processor-in-memory cells
are interconnected with a coarse-grained grid of conventional CMOS circuits.

Figure 4: Bit fields used in the processor cell memory word.

3.2.2

Compute Mode

In compute mode, all of the processor cells cycle through their memories, reading one word at a time. Each
memory word (shown in Figure 4) contains the operands and opcode for one ALU instruction. After the
computation completes, the ALU control stores the memory word back to memory with the computation result.
The to-be-computed bit then is cleared on that memory word. Three copies of the result are generated.
These copies may be generated concurrently, using three separate ALUs (module-level space redundancy), or
the results may be generated serially, using one ALU which computes the result three times (module-level time
redundancy).
The ALU control loops through all of the memory words, computing each word of memory, storing results,
and clearing the to-be-computed bit. If a processor cell fails during compute mode, the salvaged data from
the failed processor cell may be transferred to nearby processor cells for computation. This data will appear
in the nearby processor cell’s memory as additional memory words with the to-be-computed bit set.
Therefore, after the ALU control reaches the last memory word, it returns to the beginning of the memory and
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re-examines each word to see if the to-be-computed bit has been set. The ALU control continues to loop
through the memory, word by word, as long as the processor cell is in compute mode.
3.2.3

Shift-out Mode

In shift-out mode, processor cells will assemble data packets from their memory words containing the unique
instruction ID, and the majority vote of the three copies of the instruction result. These data packets are
sent upwards to the top neighbor of each processor cell, eventually reaching the control processor. The control
processor then reassembles the computed data, using the unique instruction IDs, into a meaningful computation
result.
During the first cycle of shift-out mode, each processor cell sends a data packet to its top neighbor. In
subsequent cycles, all processor cells except the cells on the bottommost row will sense that there is an incoming data packet, and therefore they will pass the data packet from their bottom neighbor to their top neighbor,
rather than pass up one of their own data packets. In this way, the edge bus between the NanoBox Grid and
the control processor will first receive one data packet from each processor cell, from the topmost processor
cells to the bottommost processor cells. The edge bus between the NanoBox Grid and the control processor
will receive all of the data packets from the bottommost processor cells, then from the second to bottommost
processor cells, and so on until all of the processor cells have transferred the contents of their memories to data
packets and shifted out those data packets.
The unique instruction ID allows the NanoBox Processor Grid to interleave the data packets. That is, the
control processor uses this unique instruction ID to reassemble the computed data so that it does not need to
receive the computed data in any particular order.

3.3

Architecture of the Individual Processor Cells

Each processor cell contains a simple ALU, a small amount of read/writable memory, and a communication
router, as shown Figure 5. The logic, architecture and behavior of each block are described below.
The simple ALU has the four instructions shown in Table 1. The ALU accepts two 8-bit inputs and
produces an 8-bit output, based on the value of the 3-bit opcode. The ALU is active only when the processor
cell is in compute mode.
In this initial investigation, the memory unit of a processor cell contains 32 words. (The size of the memory
is arbitrary and may be increased in future investigations.) This memory is active during all modes (shift-in,
compute, and shift-out) of the processor cell.
Between the nbox-alu and the nbox-memory is the nbox-aluctrl, or ALU control unit. This logic block is
active only when the processor cell is in compute mode.
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Figure 5: Diagram and detailed architecture of a single NanoBox processor cell.

Table 1: ALU Instruction Set.
Opcode
000
001
010
111

Instruction
AND
OR
XOR
ADD

Action
Operand1 AND Operand2
Operand1 OR Operand2
Operand1 XOR Operand2
Operand1 + Operand2

The nbox-aluctrl reads a word from the nbox-memory and computes the majority value of the three
data-valid bits. If the memory word contains valid data, nbox-aluctrl computes the majority value of
the three to-be-computed bits. If the memory word contains valid data which has yet to be computed,
nbox-aluctrl sends the two operands and the opcode to nbox-alu. After the computation, the memory word is
reassembled and sent back to the nbox-memory for storage.
The nbox-aluctrl continues looping through each word of the nbox-memory as long as the processor cell
is in compute mode, as described in Section 3.2.2.
The nbox-router will serve to monitor the four 8-bit wide top, bottom, right and left processor cell buses
during all modes of operation (shift-in, compute, and shift-out). If a packet is sensed on any of these buses, the
router will examine the destination processor cell ID and determine what to do with the packet. One of five
situations follows this ID examination: (1) Send Left if column address > cell ID; (2) Send Right if column
address < cell ID; (3) Send Up if row address > cell ID; (4) Send Down if row address < cell ID; (5) Keep
Here if destination ID = cell ID.
The router also will translate incoming data packets to memory words during shift-in mode, and will
translate memory words into outgoing data packets during shift-out mode.
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4

Evaluation Methodology

We use detailed VHDL simulations of the NanoBox Processor Grid to evaluate the effectiveness of our recursive fault masking approach in the presence of random transient errors. For this investigation, we focus on the
error coverage provided by different bit-level and module-level fault tolerance techniques. An analysis of the
area, power, and timing overhead of our bit-level fault tolerance techniques was conducted in [16]. Modulelevel fault tolerance area, power, and timing overhead has been studied in great detail [31] and is therefore not
addressed in this evaluation.
For our concept demonstration, the NanoBox Processor Grid is targeted at image processing applications.
We model a single processor cell and test the cell with the computations needed to reverse the colors of a
bitmap and to perform hue shifts of a bitmap. We chose these data parallel, streaming applications to begin
our evaluations of the NanoBox Processor Grid due to the inherent parallelism and natural resilience to errors
in this class of applications.
The unique instruction ID used in the memory words within a processor cell corresponds to a pixel ID. In
this way, the control processor can break the image into processor cell-sized pieces and then reassemble the
altered image after computation.
To allow detailed analysis in this investigation, we model only the ALU [25] of the processor cell. This
focus allows us to evaluate three different techniques for bit-level fault tolerance and three different techniques
for module-level fault tolerance. In all, we model nine different implementations of the NanoBox ALU, each
with a different combination of bit-level and module-level fault tolerance techniques. Modeling system-level
fault tolerance, i.e. entire processor cell failover and recovery, is outside the scope of this initial investigation
and is left to future work. As a baseline for comparison, we also model a traditional CMOS ALU that incorporates no bit-level redundancy and does not use lookup tables for its logic. The naming scheme for our various
ALUs is shown in Table 2. All of our ALUs are constructed using the VHDL language and simulated using
the Synopsis VHDL software tools.
In our simulations, we inject errors in the NanoBox ALUs by XORing the lookup table bit strings with a
fault mask [26], as shown in Figure 6(a). We inject faults in the CMOS ALUs again by XORing nodes between
transistors with a fault mask, as shown in Figure 6(b). Wherever a 1 bit appears in this mask, it will cause the
corresponding line to invert its state, thereby simulating a bit flip error. After each ALU computation, we
generate a new fault mask, thereby modeling uniformly distributed random transient device faults. For this
investigation, we do not model faults in the lookup table error detector or corrector. However, we do model
module-level error detector and corrector faults by using a lookup table for the module voter. This module
voter lookup table, as with the lookup tables within the ALU, has errors injected on its bit string. For the time
redundancy ALUs, we also model bit flips in the stored inter-operation ALU results. The middle column in
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Table 2 shows the total number of possible fault injection sites for each ALU.
Due to the high error rates we are evaluating, we ramp the error rate based on the percent of fault injection
points in an ALU implementation, rather than injecting a fixed number of errors. In other words, for a given
experiment, the space redundancy ALUs will have more injected errors than the CMOS ALUs. However, the
ratio of injected errors to error-injection sites is held constant across the twelve ALU implementations in a
given experiment.
The failure rates of contemporary CMOS devices are on the order of 50,000 FITs [2]. One raw FIT, or
Failure in Time, is defined as one transistor malfunction or other device upset that results in a bit flip in 109
hours of operation. Consequently, this failure rate corresponds to 50,000 errors per 109 hours, or one error
per 20,000 hours, which is approximately one error in two years. Molecular device technologies are not yet
mature enough to have citable FIT rates. Consequently, we chose to model our ALUs with a wide distribution
of fault percentages to exaggerate what can reasonably be expected when real devices become available.
During each computation, we force a given fraction of the fault injection points to flip their states thereby
simulating faults. Note, however, that not all of the injected faults will necessarily produce observable errors
in the output. For instance, if one input to an AND gate is at logic 0, its output is independent of the value on
the other input. Consequently, injecting a fault on this other input will not produce an error in the output of the
gate. We run simulations at eighteen different injected fault percentages: 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10, 20, 30, 50, 75. We can translate these fault percentages into FIT rates for our NanoBox ALUs by assuming
the ALU performs one calculation every 0.5 nanoseconds. This clock period, which equates to a 2 Ghz clock
rate, was determined by device-level simulations in [16]. FIT rates are then determined by computing the ratio
of the number of injected errors per 0.5 nanoseconds. For example, the aluss implementation has 5040 nodes
on which faults could be injected. Injecting faults on 1 percent of these nodes would produce 50 total faults per
0.5 nanosecond clock. This fault rate then corresponds to 3.6 ∗ 1014 errors per hour, or a FIT rate of 3.6 ∗ 1023 .
The fault percentages, and the resulting FIT rates, used in these simulations equate to significantly higher raw
FIT rates than the raw failure rates of current CMOS device technologies.
Our test workload bitmap contains 64, 8-bit pixels. Reversing the video of this bitmap is accomplished by
computing the XOR of each pixel with a mask of ”11111111”. We shift the hue of the bitmap by adding a
constant ”00001100” to each pixel. The reverse video and hue shift workloads each have 64, 8-bit computations. We simulate each ALU, running each workload, at each fault percentage, five times. Each computation
of each workload simulation uses a different, randomly generated, fault mask.
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Table 2: ALU Naming Conventions and the potential number of fault injection sites.
ALU Type
aluncmos
alunh

Potential Fault Points
192
672

alunn
aluns

512
1536

aluscmos
alush

657
2205

alusn

1680

aluss

5040

alutcmos

684

aluth

2232

alutn

1707

aluts

5067

5

Description
Traditional CMOS ALU with no module-level redundancy
NanoBox ALU with Hamming information code lookup tables and no modulelevel redundancy
NanoBox ALU with no code lookup tables and no module-level redundancy
NanoBox ALU with triplicated bit string lookup tables and no module-level redundancy
Three copies (module-level space redundancy) of Traditional CMOS ALU
Three copies (module-level space redundancy) of NanoBox ALU with Hamming
information code lookup tables
Three copies (module-level space redundancy) of NanoBox ALU with no code
lookup tables
Three copies (module-level space redundancy) of NanoBox ALU with triplicated
bit string lookup tables
One Traditional CMOS ALU, calculating three times (module-level time redundancy)
One NanoBox ALU with Hamming information code lookup tables, calculating
three times (module-level time redundancy)
One NanoBox ALU with no code lookup tables, calculating three times (modulelevel time redundancy)
One NanoBox ALU with triplicated bit string lookup tables, calculating three
times (module-level time redundancy)

Simulation Results and Discussion

Figures 7, 8, and 9 present the percent of correct computation versus the injected fault rates for the nine
NanoBox ALUs and three conventional CMOS ALUs. Figures 7, 8, and 9 group this data by module-level fault
tolerance technique. Figure 7 shows a system in which the ALUs have only fine-grained bit-level redundancy,
but no module-level redundancy. Figure 8 shows the results for ALUs using time redundancy, i.e. the ALU
calculates the instruction three times, storing the three inter-operation results. Figure 9 shows ALUs that
use space redundancy, i.e. three copies of the ALU, operating concurrently. For both the time and space
redundancy ALUs, the overall result is the majority vote of the three individually computed results.
Our metric for comparison, average percent correct computations, is computed by taking the average of the
percentage of correct computations produced by five trials of the two workloads for each ALU implementation,
where each these ten total trials uses a different randomly generated fault injection mask. In other words, each
data point in Figures 7, 8, and 9 is the average of ten data samples of a given ALU, at a given injected fault
percentage. The standard deviation was less than 10.0 percentage points for all but six of the 216 plotted points.
Of these six data points, the maximum standard deviation was 24.51. Given the spread between the data series
in Figures 7, 8, and 9, the variance across the ten samples of each data point was statistically insignificant.
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Figure 6: Part (a). Method for injecting faults into bit-level NanoBoxes. Lookup table bits are flipped via XOR gates.
Part (b). Method for injecting faults into CMOS ALUs. Nodes between transistors are flipped via XOR gates. The fault
mask vector N is regenerated each cycle with a randomly distributed number of faults.

Figure 7 shows that, in a system with no module level redundancy, the NanoBox ALU with the triplicated
bit string lookup table (aluns) produced the best results, being able to maintain greater than 98 percent correct
execution with injected fault rates as high as 2 percent. This configuration further maintained better than 60
percent correct computation with injected fault rates as high as 9 percent. All of the other ALUs, alunn, alunh,
and aluncmos, dropped below 60 percent correct computation at injected error rates below 3 percent.
The alunn configuration, which is a NanoBox ALU with no redundancy of any form, was better than
the ALU with Hamming information code (alunh) across all the fault injection percentages. This result is
surprising since we expected the bit-level information redundancy to mask low numbers of injected faults. We
attribute the poor results of the information-coded ALUs to false positives caused by errors in bits which are
not addressed by the lookup table inputs. The information code error detector and error corrector access all
of the stored bits in the lookup table bit string when determining the error syndrome. In the no-code and in
the triple module redundancy lookup table, used in alunn and aluns, respectively, only the bits actually being
addressed for a specific computation are accessed. Errors on non-addressed bits in the lookup table bit string
are ignored in these configurations. These differences suggest that information codes are not a good choice for
this type of bit-level fault tolerance.
The CMOS ALU (aluncmos) had the worst fault tolerance results, dropping to 39 percent correct computation at only 1 percent injected errors. The percent of correct computation for this ALU dropped to 9 percent
at 3 percent injected errors and was at nearly 0 percent correct computation for all higher densities of injected
errors.
Figure 8, with bit-level fault tolerance techniques for a system with module-level time redundancy, and
Figure 9, with bit-level fault tolerance techniques for a system with module-level space redundancy, show
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nearly identical results as in Figure 7. Comparing the three different triplicated bit string lookup techniques
across Figures 7, 8, and 9, that is, ALUs aluns, aluts, and aluss, we see very similar data points. We also
see very little difference when comparing alunn, alutn, and alusn, comparing alunh, aluth, and alush, and
comparing aluncmos, alutcmos, and aluscmos. These similarities across bit-level techniques indicate that,
for device technologies with the extremely high fault rates simulated in these experiments, module-level fault
tolerance becomes ineffective. By eliminating the module-level fault tolerance altogether, as with aluns, we
obtain nearly identical results as with module-level space redundancy, as in aluss.
Overall, our best results were obtained by combining space redundancy at the bit-level and space redundancy at the module-level. With this configuration, aluss, we obtain 98 percent (or better) correct computation
at injected error rates as high at 3 percent. With a workload of 64 pixels, a 98 percent correct computation
means that fewer than one pixel had an incorrect value. In contrast, the CMOS ALU with no module-level
redundancy, aluncmos, had only 9 percent correct computation with 3 percent injected errors. This means that
only 6 out of the 64 pixels had the correct value. The FIT rate for the aluss ALU, at 3 percent injected errors,
is 1024 , which is tremendously greater than FIT rates of conventional CMOS devices.
These results show that triple modular redundancy (i.e. space redundancy) at the bit-level, combined with
triple modular redundancy at the module level can produce 98 percent correct computation, despite FIT rates
twenty orders of magnitude higher than modern-day CMOS FIT rates. By triplicating at the bit-level and
triplicating again at the module-level, we incur area overhead on the order of 9x. With the expected small
size and unprecedented level of integration available with non-silicon, nanoscale device technologies, this 9x
overhead may be quite reasonable given the very high fault tolerating capabilities obtained with this moderate
overhead.

6

Related Work

Since molecular nanodevices are not yet mature enough to fabricate complex designs, the field of nanocomputing is relatively unexplored. Consequently, there is not a great deal of prior work directly related to our
NanoBox Processor Grid project. Instead, the relevant prior work falls into three distinct categories: classic
fault-detection techniques, external reconfiguration, and processor-in-memory architectures. The NanoBox
Processor Grid project aims to learn from these distinct fields and to bridge the knowledge gaps among them.

6.1 Classical Fault Detection
A watchdog processor is a general technique for detecting faults in which an auxiliary processor runs concurrently with the main processor [20]. The watchdog processor executes the same program as the main processor
using the same inputs. A checker periodically compares the outputs of the two processors and signals a fault
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Figure 7: Percent correct instructions versus injected error rates, for ALUs with no module-level fault tolerance.
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Figure 8: Percent correct instructions versus injected error rates, for ALUs with module-level time redundancy.
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Figure 9: Percent correct instructions versus injected error rates, for ALUs with module-level space redundancy.
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if they fail to match. The Simultaneous and Redundantly Threaded (SRT) processor [27], the AR-SMT processor [29], and DIVA [1] are examples of the watchdog processor approach. Examples of existing computer
systems that use a complete replicate-and-compare approach to fault detection are the Compaq NonStop Himalaya system [31], which runs two identical off-the-shelf microprocessors in lockstep, and the IBM S/390 G5
[32], which replicates pipeline stages on the chip. Triple modular redundancy has been proposed for detecting and correcting faults in an FPGA system [9]. A variety of other circuit techniques have been proposed
[10, 14, 23, 28, 33] that use both space and time redundancy for fault-tolerance.
Since nanoscale devices have limited drive capability and, therefore, only nearest neighbor communication,
sending validation signals to a separate chip, via a bus or via a wire of back-to-back molecular nanodevices,
will incur an extraordinary latency. To address this problem, our approach integrates fault-tolerance into the
chip at a much finer granularity than a watchdog processor.

6.2

External Reconfiguration

External fault-tolerance and device reconfiguration has been proposed as a possible way to cope with unstable
molecular devices. In the Teramac [13] project, a digital system was built out of unreliable field-programmable
gate arrays (FPGAs). An external testing computer was connected to the Teramac to periodically survey the
blocks of FPGAs and identify which blocks had incurred errors since the last fault survey. Faulty blocks were
disabled and the connections to and from those faulty blocks were rerouted to neighboring blocks. Although
Teramac was built out of FPGAs, not nanodevices, the unreliable FPGAs had characteristics similar to the
types of molecular nanodevices currently being proposed by other researchers. The actual molecular devices
which may be used in the Teramac are still under development.
The Phoenix [12] project proposed using external CMOS circuitry to periodically survey the computer
system for faulty logic blocks. As in the Teramac project, once a faulty block is identified, the connections to
and from that block are removed and/or rerouted to functioning blocks.
Periodic system testing becomes a critical bottleneck as computer systems scale in size. If blocks are
laid out in a two-dimensional grid, every additional block adds several more connection points to the system
with one or more connections into the block and one or more connections out of the block. This super-linear
increase in connection points with additional blocks leads to an exponential increase in system checking time
as more blocks are added to the system.
Our NanoBox architecture addresses the system check bottleneck by distributing the checking circuitry
into the logic blocks themselves. In this way, system checks can be performed simultaneously with the actual
computation inside the NanoBox wall. Errors are identified and corrected on the fly, rather than during a
periodic system-wide validation survey. Reconfiguration is incorporated into the NanoBox Processor Grid by
the heartbeat monitoring and deploying entire processor cell failover and recovery.
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6.3 Processor in Memory
Various architectures have been proposed which explore merging processing and memory storage into a grid
of computational cells [4, 19, 21, 22, 24]. By bringing computational logic closer to the data storage, these
architectures aim to speed computation and reduce power dissipation. None of these architectures has explicitly
been designed to address device defects and soft errors, however.
A subclass of processor-in-memory architectures, so-called computation cache architectures [34], take the
philosophy that computation, or instructions, should stay in place and data should move through the chip. This
counters traditional superscalar architectures where data stays resident in registers while the instruction, or
opcode, changes.
Our work uses a processor-in-memory architecture due to the expected inherent lack of long distance
signaling available in future technologies. Our approach integrates the most applicable features of each of
the prior processor-in-memory architectures and adapts these features to the characteristics of nanotechnology
devices. Also, the distributed redundancy inherent to a processor-in-memory architecture provides an excellent
foundation for this hierarchical approach to fault encapsulation.

7

Future Work

At present, we have a behavioral VHDL model of the entire NanoBox Processor cell, and a lookup table VHDL
model of the NanoBox Processor cell ALU. Our foremost future work is to convert the entire processor cell,
including the router and alu-control modules, into lookup tables. In this way, we can expand our fault injection
experiments and analyze the effect of high fault rates on control logic.
Another topic of future work is to model the entire NanoBox Processor Grid so as to evaluate techniques
for processor cell failover and recovery. Of key interest are the protocols for how much heartbeat monitoring is
needed by the watchdog and how the control microprocessor should reroute data assigned to a failed processor
cell.
We also plan to develop a cycle-based, full-system simulator for running a range of application-level workloads. In this way, we can evaluate how the NanoBox Processor Grid may be adapted for non-streaming
workloads.

8

Conclusions

In this paper, we introduce the Recursive NanoBox Processor Grid, a fault-tolerant processor to be fabricated
with nanotechnology devices. We use VHDL to model and simulate one processor cell of this grid. The
processor cell contains an ALU, a memory, and a communication unit.
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The fundamental logic unit of the NanoBox Processor Grid is a gate array-style lookup table which uses
error correction on the function truth table. This error correction is able to correct single bit flips within the
lookup table, thereby presenting a robust logic block to higher levels of the processor cell design.
Our analysis shows motivating results for using fine-grained, bit-level fault tolerance techniques in computing systems fabricated from non-silicon, nanoscale device technologies. By using a recursive space redundancy
fault tolerance approach at both the bit and module levels, we can achieve 100 percent correct computation
for our example computational workloads despite FIT rates above 1023 , which is twenty orders of magnitude
higher than contemporary CMOS device technologies. We conclude that the recursive NanoBox processor
grid is a viable approach for dealing with the high transient error rates and large numbers of manufacturing
defects expected with future nanotechnology devices.
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